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of soybean, the white fly (Bemisia tabaci Gennadius) and the stem fly (Melanagromyza sojae Zehntmer). The majority 

of imidacloprid's CR formulations performed better at controlling pests than its commercial formulations, but among 

them, a formulation based on poly (poly(oxyethylene-1000)-oxy suberoyl) amphiphilic polymer outperformed the others at 

reducing stem fly incidence and Yellow Mosaic Virus transmission by white fly. 

In order to improve hydrophobic pesticides' dispersion in liquid media and enable a controlled release of the active ingredient, 

microencapsulation has been used as a versatile tool. It has been reported to use polymers in the production of nanoparticles. With 

the promise of better taste, texture, and consistency, nanostructured food ingredients are being developed. The extent of food waste 

caused by microbial infestation is being reduced and the shelf-life of various food materials is being extended thanks to 

nanotechnology. In order to deliver food additives in food products without affecting their fundamental morphology, nano carriers 

are now being used as delivery systems. 

Applications of nanotechnology in agriculture include 

1. Nano formulations of agrochemicals for applying pesticides and fertilisers for crop improvement;

2. The use of Nano sensors and Nano biosensors in crop protection for the detection of diseases and agrochemical residues

3. Nano devices for plant genetic engineering

4. Plant disease diagnostics

5. Animal health, animal breeding, poultry production

6. Postharvest manufacturing.

Conclusion 

Over the previous years, the understanding of the usage of buildings on the nm scale in the food industry is rising as a result, 

interest in and activity in this research area have dramatically increase   focused. As nano nanotechnology develops, gadgets or 

Smaller and more plentiful materials that supported this technology  applications of sensitive nanotechnology are now being 

investigation, testing, testing, and occasionally use  all aspects of food technology, from agriculture to  processing, packaging, and 

nutritional supplements."  Unique chemical, physical, and mechanical properties agricultural waste products have received interest 

in recent years given the availability of renewable raw materials. 

In addition to enhancing the fertilisation process, plant growth regulators, insecticides transport of active matter to the preferred 

goal sites, wastewater treatment, and vitamin absorption in plants, nanomaterials organised through green and inexperienced 

strategies may also boost agriculture's capacity. 
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